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	AGE: 17
	EYE COLOR: Dark Brown
	HAIR COLOR: Dark Brown
	DISTINGUISHING MARKS 1: Signs of scars and a few burns on her arms, and legs.
	RACE: Human-Hispanic
	GENDER: Female
	DOMINANT HAND: Right
	HEIGHT: 5'6"
	WEIGHT: 110
	LIKES 1: Many types of hispanic foods.
	LIKES 2: T-Shirts with cultural designs,
	LIKES 3: Boys and fighting. Smoking. Loves a challenge.
	DISLIKES 1: Weak people. Cowards. 
	DISLIKES 2: Mechanical things that don't want to work.
	DISLIKES 3: 
	SKILLS 1: Well skilled in hand to hand, guns, and knives.
	SKILLS 2: Stealth and surveillance experience.
	SKILLS 3: Cooking, sewing, mechanical. and some medical training.
	SKILLS 4: Driving both cars and motorcycles.
	LANGUAGES 1: Spanish, English, Portuguese.
	LANGUAGES 2: 
	LANGUAGES 3: 
	CHARACTER NAME: Julia Webster (Santos)-Corvo (Raven)
	APPEARANCE_1: Long dark brown hair, Hispanic.Dark brown eyes with a very athletic build. Julia is deceptive looking appearing weaker then she really is. Likes to wear jeans or shorts and T-shirts with Hispanic designs. If there is a special event, she knows how to arrange her look to fit in. Doesn't really enjoy dresses or heels, but she can make herself look very pretty when she wants. Likes to wear a black leather jacket when it's cold out.
	POWER AOE_1: 
	POWER RANGE_1: 
	POWER NAME_1: Strong Street Fighter.
	POWER NAME_2: 
	POWER RANGE_2: 
	POWER AOE_2: 
	POWER DURATION_1: 
	POWER DURATION_2: 
	POWER DESCIPTION_1: Julia has no super powers, but she is a very skilled fighter from her experiences in the Sandanista Rebels, working under Gabriella and with her sisters. Julia is an expert with hand to hand fighting, knife fighting, and guns.
	POWER DESCIPTION_2: She was given the name 'Corvo' which means 'Raven', by her adopted father AJ, who has taken it upon himself to train Julia with the help of others. He hopes this will turn her on a path that doesn't lead to being a criminal.
	HISTORY_1: Julia early on in her life was forced to fight. Her village in Brazil overrun and taken over, she fled to Nicaragua, where she found and joined the Sandanista Rebels in their fight against a corrupt government.
Assigned to be part of Gabriella Montez small squad, Julia proceeded to learn the hard way in battle. She became skilled in taking down and killing many opponents. She grew in skills and strength, helping Gabriella train her war sisters, Ana and Luanna. There were others in the squad, but she was closest to the two sisters.

On a mission things went very badly. Surprised by the Nicaraguan government, most of Gabriella's squad was wiped out. Fleeing, Gabriella led the three into Columbia, where they were surprised and taken prisoner by a drug lord. Their weapons taken, Julia wanted to fight, but the forces of the drug lord were too many. The four were locked up in a small shack that was well secured. Despite her skills and the others, Julia knew they were awaiting a possibly terrible fate. She privately vowed to save them, or go down fighting to the death.

However, AJ was on a mission that had gone wrong which led him to that area. Being stealthful, the RBA fighter known as "Death Bringer' found the imprisoned women, and freed them. After a few misadventures taking down the drug lord, AJ led the four to California, got them passports and visas, and they became Green Card holders.

Gabriella fast falling in love with AJ despite his being in a relationship with Barbara continued to train her girls hard to keep their skills sharp. Julia assisted her, taking the lead when Gabriella wasn't around. The three girls began to attend Rancho Bonito High School, and Julia had many clashes and made a few friends.

The Invasion came and the Ta'anari were too powerful. Julia in frustration could only watch in fear with the others as the RBA and other super teams battled to save the world. Near the end of the conflict, she finally got to fight!

When the Invasion ended Julia made a private vow never to be weak again! She trained even harder, with the other three.

Gabriella got a job working for Larks Tech, and the girls resumed school.

It was here that Julia got into more trouble. AJ had disappeared for a time, and that left Gabriella depressed and angry. Though she continued to work at Larks, she didn't spend the time with her girls she had before.

Julia contiuned to go down a bad road. Doing drugs, hanging out with questionable people. She had a few brief relationships, and more bad brushes with the law.


Then suddennly AJ returned. While he couldn't explain where he'd been or what had happened, it was clear he had changed. He and Gabriella grew close again. Finding love, AJ asked Gabriella to marry him, and she accepted. He made the girls officially his adopted daughters, all three taking his last name.


\Julia meanwhile got in an incident with her current boyfriend that clashed with the RBA. AJ finding this out, moved quickly to extricate her from danger, then convinced her to give information that would bring her bad friends to justice. 

The CME came, and with it, civilization collapsed. Julia encouraged by AJ donned a costume and mask, and took on the name 'Corvo' which her adopted father had given to her; which means 'Raven.'

Julia went from being a girl on her way becoming a criminal, to someone who AJ trained to become a fighter for justice.

Still rough around the edges and holding her attitude, Julia upon encouragement from her parents, has decided that she will see if she fits in with the world famous RBA!


	PERSONALITY 1: Julia for a long time due to being raised as a Sandanista warrior, has held an attitude of suspicion, arrogance, and anger toward anything or anyone that was government related. She never planned to enter a super team, but due to AJ her adopted father's influence, she is going to try. She has a quirky sense of humor, sometimes enjoying jokes or situations at others expense. She has a strong dislike for many forms of authority, and she has to truly trust someone to follow them. Doesn't make friends easily, but has a few. Has been in trouble with the law many times as she struggles to adapt to life in the United States and it's rules and customs.
	CHARACTER IMAGE: 


